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About Hodder Education
Hodder Education has been working with schools, colleges, expert  
authors and awarding organisations for many years to create quality  
print and digital resources and deliver exceptional teacher training and revision events. 

This course guide features all of our Sociology CPD 
training and student revision events that will equip 
everyone with the skills required to progress and 
achieve success.

Save 20%* 
on all teacher workshops until 
01/10/18 – simply use discount 

code WO0002944

We provide:

• Market-leading, award-winning resources for over 30 
subjects, covering teaching, learning, CPD and revision

• Support for GCSE and A-level students with 16 Review 
Magazines across different subjects

• Innovative digital products, including eTextbooks,  
Teaching & Learning and Exam Question Practice 
resources, that work flexibly together

• Coverage for KS3, GCSE, IGCSE, IB and A-level and 
numerous vocational qualifications, supporting teaching 
and learning throughout the world

* Terms and conditions apply. UK and European educational establishments only. Orders must be placed by 01/10/2018 using discount code WO0002944. This discount code is not valid in 
conjunction with any other offer and cannot be applied retrospectively. Discount only applies to Teacher Training days and excludes Teacher Webinars, Student Webinars and Conferences.

None of the events in this brochure are official AQA events and therefore the views and messages 
shared are not representative of AQA. For more information about the specification and official events, 
please visit www.aqa.org.uk. If printed or digital copies of AQA material are required for any events, 
you will receive confirmation of what you need to bring prior to the event

Face-to-face:
Regional events

Online: Teacher and 
student webinars Bespoke training

We know that every classroom need is different, which is why we currently offer a range of 
opportunities from face-to-face events and webinars to bespoke in-school training.

From Teacher Workshops 
to Student Conferences, 
our regional events 
cover the whole 
spectrum of teaching and 
learning, with ideas and 
resources that you and 
your students can use 
immediately. 

These interactive sessions 
are a cost-effective 
way of training, offering 
classroom-ready resources 
and 6 months access to 
the webinar recording, 
meaning you can view 
them on-demand as many
times as you need.

Is there a CPD workshop 
that you wish to attend 
but find it a struggle to 
leave the classroom? 
Or is there a particular 
area you are looking for 
support with? Why not 
‘host’ an event or a more 
tailored workshop at your 
school on a day that suits 
you and your colleagues.

How we can help
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TEACHER WORKSHOP ALL GCSE

Teaching GCSE Sociology for the first 
time
Course leader: Jannine Jacobs-Roth

Central London: Monday, 15 October 2018 
Course fee: £249 +VAT 
Booking Ref: SO151018

Experienced examiner and teacher, Jannine, will lead you through 
your first year teaching GCSE Sociology. From unpicking the 
specification and helping you to understand the assessment 
criteria, through to engaging teaching ideas. 

• This course will prepare you for the challenges of delivering a 
specification new to you, especially if you are in your first year of 
teaching or new to the subject 

• This course will help you consider exciting ways to engage 
sociology students

   

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am Specification and assessment
• Focus on AQA and WJEC Eduqas unpicking the 

specification
• Consider the assessment and what is required
• Look at past papers and answers 

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Teaching the tough stuff
• Teaching sociological theory to 14-year-olds
• Teaching sociological methodology to 14-year-olds

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Teaching Family, Mass Media, Crime and Education
• Exciting ways to teach family and education
• Considering active learning ideas

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Enrichment opportunities
• Teaching ideas for intervention with students with 

low target grade
• Stretch opportunities for the gifted and talented
• Independent learning opportunities for sociologists

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA A-LEVEL

AQA A-level Sociology: Preparing  
for the exams
Course leader: Laura Pountney

Leeds: Friday, 8 March 2019 
London: Friday, 15 March 2019 
Course fee: £249 +VAT 
Booking Ref: SOA080319 / SOA150319

This session will help you to prepare your students for the three 
linear A-level papers with a focus on the skills necessary for each 
paper. The day will explore how students can approach A-level 
style questions as well as understanding how to use the item and 
understanding the assessment framework to focus closely on 
success criteria. Sessions throughout the day will cover all the 
compulsory topics, as well as the optional topics with a focus on 
Families and Households and Beliefs in Society.

• Strategies for teaching and learning which reflect the linear style 
course, building students’ confidence and skills

• Clear understanding of the breadth and depth necessary in long 
essays, deeper analysis and evaluation

• Teaching resources and activities and activities to take away for 
students to use to revise and prepare for the exams

Attend this course and receive a free copy of My Revision Notes: 
AQA A-level Sociology – worth £16.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am Overview of the linear assessment framework
• Understanding the structure of the papers and 

timing, thinking about the challenges each paper 
presents

• Building on what has been learnt from the first two 
exam series, with a focus on key issues, debates 
and core themes

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Exploring the content and contemporary issues
• Exploring depth versus breadth
• How much content?
• Exploring new ways to deliver the content to extend 

exam skills

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm How to prepare your students: skills
• Understanding application
• Deeper learning: Analysis and evaluation
• Developing synoptic skills

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Marking activities and revision activities
• Exploring what makes a top-grade answer
• Marking activities for students using exemplar 

answers
• Ideas for planning essays and skill building
• How to use revision time effectively

4.00pm Course ends 

AQ
A

 A
-L

EV
EL

TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA A-LEVEL

Feedback on the AQA A-level 
Sociology Exams: How to improve 
student performance
Course leader: Laura Pountney

Central London: Friday, 12 October 2018 
Manchester: Friday, 19 October 2018 
Course fee: £249 +VAT 
Booking Ref: SOA121018 / SOA191018

Ensure students reach their full potential in forthcoming  
AQA A-level Sociology exams by joining Laura Pountney on this 
one-day workshop. Gain in-depth detail and insight on recent 
exam performance to help your students prepare for success. 

• Detailed discussion of the Examiner’s report and statistics
• A consideration of specific issues with different question types
• Suggestions and resources to help teachers and students 

respond positively to recent feedback
Please Note: delegates must bring their own printed or digital copy 
of the Examiner’s report

Attend this course and receive a free copy of My Revision Notes: 
AQA A-level Sociology, worth £16.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am How did the exams go?
• A discussion of the exam reports and results
• Student feedback
• General preparation and planning through the year
• Tackling underperforming groups – strategies and 

suggestions 

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Issues with short exam questions
• Areas of strength and weakness
• Sample answers to discuss
• Teaching underperforming groups – strategies and 

suggestions

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Issues with 10 mark exam questions
• Areas of strength and weakness 
• Sample answers to discuss
• Teaching and learning strategies to respond to the 

feedback

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Issues with longer questions
• How are students coping with the longer questions?
• Areas of strength and weakness
• Sample answers to discuss
• How are the students differentiating between 20 

and 30 mark questions?
• Teaching and learning strategies to respond to the 

feedback

4.00pm Course ends 
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10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am Overview of the linear assessment framework
• Understanding the structure of the papers and 

timing, thinking about the challenges each paper 
presents

• Building on what has been learnt from the first two 
exam series, with a focus on key issues, debates 
and core themes

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Exploring the content and contemporary issues
• Exploring depth versus breadth
• How much content?
• Exploring new ways to deliver the content to extend 

exam skills

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm How to prepare your students: skills
• Understanding application
• Deeper learning: Analysis and evaluation
• Developing synoptic skills

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Marking activities and revision activities
• Exploring what makes a top-grade answer
• Marking activities for students using exemplar 

answers
• Ideas for planning essays and skill building
• How to use revision time effectively

4.00pm Course ends 

STUDENT REVISION WEBINARS AQA A-LEVEL

AQA A-level Sociology: Student 
Revision Series
Course leaders: Laura Pountney and Natalie Meadows

Online: Friday, 22 March 2019 
Online: Friday 29 March 2019 
Online: Friday 3 May 2019 
Webinar cost: £110 per classroom 
Booking Ref: SOA220319 / SOA290319 / SOA030519

These sessions offer students interactive, intensive revision of 
both the content and the deeper skills required in the run up to 
the three A-level exams. The aim of each webinar is to increase 
confidence in understanding what examiners expect and will 
focus on the more demanding A-level questions.

There will be a focus on how to use the item, answering short 
questions, application of knowledge to the question and making 
synoptic links in the long essays. Students will be given lots of useful 
revision resources to use after the sessions, as well as being able to 
ask questions through their teacher.

• Gain a stronger understanding of the demands of all three papers 
on the linear course, including all the question types with their 
specific demands

• Increase confidence in understanding and unpacking A-level style 
questions

• Improve higher level skills and hear advice on how to deliver 
stronger, more accurate and focussed essays

AQA Sociology A-level revision webinar: Paper 1 Education 
Theory and Methods
Online: Friday, 22 March 2019
Booking Ref: SOA220319

4.00pm Introductions and sound checks

4.05pm Paper 1: Education, Theory and Methods
• A-level short questions: Knowledge and application
• How to tackle the long essays: Methods in Context 

skills, structure and content and showing deeper 
learning

• Tackling the 30 mark question, structuring and 
developing an argument

• Theory and Methods 10 mark question: What topics 
may appear and what skills are required to reach 
full marks? 

5.25pm Conclusions

5.30pm Webinar ends

AQA Sociology A-level revision webinar: Paper 2 Topics in 
Sociology
Online: Friday, 29 March 2019
Booking Ref: SOA290319

4.00pm Introductions and sound checks

4.05pm Paper 2: Topics in Sociology
• Families and Households: Using the item and 

developing A-level depth and breadth
• Beliefs in Society: A focus on the higher-level skills 

and using the item 

5.25pm Conclusions

5.30pm Webinar ends

AQA Sociology A-level revision webinar: Paper 3 Crime and 
Deviance, Theory and Methods
Online: Friday, 3 May 2019
Booking Ref: SOA030519

4.00pm Introductions and sound checks

4.05pm Paper 3: Crime and Deviance, Theory and Methods
• Preparing for the breadth of crime and deviance 

topics and issues
• Preparing for the longer Crime and Deviance 

questions
• Developing synoptic skills
• Tackling Theory and Methods questions 

5.25pm Conclusions

5.30pm Webinar ends

AQ
A

 A-LEV
EL



Investigate one of the most popular 
undergraduate courses in the country

Criminology
Student Conference 2018

7th Year
1,500

Perfect for all students interested in studying 
Criminology at undergraduate level!

Dr. Zoe Wilkington 

Dr. Lyndsey Harris 

Dr. Irene Zempi 

Steven Duffy 

Noel 'Razor' Smith

   Manchester 

Nottingham 

London

Provisionally book places today and confirm at a later day!

Provisionally book places today and confirm at a later day!

BOOK NOW! 01295 222777 - events@hoddereducation.co.uk

BOOK NOW! 01295 222777 - events@hoddereducation.co.uk

Dr. Zoe Walkington
The Psychology of lie detection

Islamophobia in the post-Brexit Climate

Domestic Violence & Abuse and the Criminal Justice Process

Former Police Senior Investigating Officer - Chair

Life Behind Bars

Dr. Irene Zempi

Dr. Lyndsey Harris

Steven Duffy

Noel 'Razor' Smith

19.11.18

20.11.18

21.11.18
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TEACHER WORKSHOP OCR A-LEVEL

OCR Sociology: Feedback from the 
2018 A-level Exams
Course leader: Kath Roberts

Central London: Wednesday, 10 October 2018 
Course fee: £249 +VAT 
Booking Ref: SO101018

Understand the reasons why students get the marks they do and 
improve their chances in next summer’s exams. Kath will focus on 
examples of good practice, as well as common problems which 
affected the marks awarded in the 2018 A-level exams.

• Develop a deeper understanding of the marking process and 
requirements for all 3 A-level components, with a study of 
example answers and marking activities

• Discuss and develop strategies to improve exam technique for the 
future A-level examinations

• Gain greater insight into the issues of range and depth of content 
to help dispel common areas of confusion

Attend this course and receive a free copy of My Revision Notes: 
OCR A-level Sociology, worth –  £16.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am Overview and Component 1 Section A
• A consideration of the A-level as a whole and 

overall performance
• Component 1 Section A – how did students perform?
• Marking activities
• Strategies to improve student performance

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Component 1 Section B and Component 2  
Section A
• Section B option questions: Marking issues and 

strategies to improve student performance in the 
Inequalities question

• Component 2 Section A: Analyse example answers 
and examiner comments

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Component 2 Section B and Component 3  
Section A
• Section B, Component 2: Performance and 

strategies to improve student performance
• Beginning to look at candidate performance on 

Component 3 Section A – what were the issues?

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Component 3 Sections A and B
• Look at some example answers and complete 

marking activities for Component 3 Section A
• Section B option topics for Component 3: Examples 

and strategies for improvement

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

O
C

R 
A-

LE
V

EL

TEACHER WORKSHOP OCR A-LEVEL

OCR Sociology: Preparing for the  
A-level Exams
Course leader: Kath Roberts

Central London: Wednesday, 6 March 2019 
Course fee: £249 +VAT 
Booking Ref: SO060319

Focus on each component of the OCR Sociology A-level and in 
turn learn the best strategies for your students when it comes to 
teaching and revision.

• For each component, you will get to focus on the key areas of 
content in terms of range, depth and synopticity

• Get some great resources to take back to your classroom and 
have the chance to share teaching and revision strategies

• You will also consider example questions and answers for each 
component, consider how they may be marked and how they 
may be improved to address the assessment requirements of the 
A-level, with ideas about how you can use this to improve your 
own students’ attainment.

Attend this course and receive a free copy of My Revision Notes: 
OCR A Level Sociology – worth £16.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am Overview and Component 1
• Revisiting the content: Section A, and group work 

for Section B option topics
• Assessing Component 1 for A-level
• Revision strategies 

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Component 2
• Research methods: Range and depth & assessment 

issues
• Developing range and depth for social inequalities
• Revision strategies and encouraging ‘synopticity’

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Component 3: Section A
• Content and resources
• Applying theory and other evidence
• Question technique and marking activities

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Component 3: Section B and technique for 
extended answers
• Option topic-based group discussions on content
• Question technique, including encouraging 

excellent 40 mark essays
• Revision strategies and sharing of ideas

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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OCR A-level Sociology Revision 
Webinars
Course leader: Kath Roberts

Online: Wednesday, 1 May 2019 
Online: Wednesday, 8 May 2019 
Online: Wednesday, 15 May 2019 
Webinar fee: £110 per classroom 
Booking Ref: SO010519 / SO080519 / SO150519

Focus on each component of the OCR Sociology A-level in turn 
so your students are fully prepared for each aspect of the exam. 
These webinars will help your students get an overview of what 
they should be revising and will give them, and you, a chance to 
ask any questions about the exam.

• A great opportunity for students to revise their knowledge, fine-
tune their question technique and get some useful tips to help 
with revision and exam preparation for each Component of the 
OCR Sociology A-level

• A way for teachers to kick-start and focus their students’ exam 
preparation with an experienced examiner to reinforce important 
points and ensure that they are ‘skilled-up’ and confident as they 
face the upcoming examinations

OCR A-level Sociology revision webinar: Component 1 
Socialisation, culture and identity
Online: Wednesday, 1 May 2019
Booking Ref: SO010519

3.30pm Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm Section A: Socialisation, culture and identity
• Nailing concepts
• Using sources and evidence effectively
• Evaluation made simple: When, how much and how 

to do it!

4.15pm    Activity Break

Section B: Option topics
• Question technique
• Too many names! How much theory? Getting the 

balance right
• Be an examiner: Marking activity

4.55pm Review and reflect

5.00pm Webinar ends 

 
OCR A-level Sociology revision webinar: Component 2 
Researching and understanding social inequalities
Online: Wednesday, 8 May 2019
Booking Ref: SO080519

3.30pm Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm Section A: Research methods
• Research methods and concepts: Using them with 

confidence 
• Using source material in methods questions, it’s all 

about context
• Getting range in 25 mark methods essays

4.15pm    Activity Break

Section B: Social inequalities
• 20 mark question technique, range of evidence
• Ideas to minimise extra revision, overlaps between 

inequalities and other topics
• Tackling 40 mark theoretical essays on inequalities

4.55pm Review and reflect

5.00pm Webinar ends 

 
OCR A-level Sociology revision webinar: Component 3 
Debates in Contemporary Society
Online: Wednesday, 15 May 2019
Booking Ref: SO150519

3.30pm Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm Section A: Globalisation and the Digital Social 
World
• Question technique: How much do you need? 

When should you evaluate?
• How to fully engage with the source material
• Going beyond common sense: What counts as 

evidence in GDSW?

Section B: Option topics
• Question technique and assessment objectives
• Question planning: How to structure a good essay
• Be an examiner: Marking activities.

4.55pm Review and reflect

5.00pm Webinar ends 

STUDENT REVISION WEBINARS OCR A-LEVEL
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A-LEVELTEACHER WORKSHOP ALL

Aiming for the A* in A-level Sociology
Course leaders: Laura Pountney and Jannine Jacobs-Roth

Central London: Monday, 12 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 +VAT 
Booking Ref: SO121118

Ensure your students can achieve the very best grades in their 
exams by attending this one-day course where we will cover what 
is required to push marks over grade boundaries.

• Understand what is required to reach the highest grades in 
terms of skills and preparation, including teaching and learning 
resources

• Develop strategies to help high achieving students reach A* 
grades in the linear course 

Attend this course and receive a free copy of My Revision Notes: 
A-level Sociology for either OCR or AQA – worth £16.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am What are the skills and content required to get A*?
• Content and skills: What is expected to reach the 

top grade?
• Short question strategies 
• Responses to longer question: Depth vs breadth

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Exploring sample A* material
• Exploring higher level skills through the use of 

theoretical ideas
• Activities and ideas for how to use sample material
• Extending students’ abilities: Moving from the A/B 

boundaries upwards 

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Stretch and challenge activities 
• Linear delivery and building, tracking and 

monitoring A* students
• Ideas for making synoptic links and using them 

within written work
• Ideas for challenging activities 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Enrichment activities to support the A* grade student
• University based activities/activities beyond college
• Strategies for using reading resources/online material
• Ideas and strategies for drawing on these 

enrichment activities in written work

4.00pm Course ends 

A
LL

 A
-L
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EL

TEACHER WORKSHOP ALL A-LEVEL

Raising outcomes for A-level 
Sociology students with low target 
grades
Course leaders: Laura Pountney and Jannine Jacobs-Roth

Central London: Friday, 30 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 +VAT 
Booking Ref: SO301118

Gain an understanding of your students with low target grades 
and how to help them achieve their goal. Consider the difficulties 
lower ability students have with Sociology and how to combat 
these with a range of resources. Learn how to teach a class that is 
mixed-ability, so that all students achieve their target grade.

• Understand different ways to engage students with low target 
grades

• Develop strategies for delivering A-level Sociology to those with 
low target grades, raising their outcomes

Attend this course and receive a free copy of My Revision Notes: 
A-level Sociology for either OCR or AQA – worth £16.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am Understanding why students have low target grades
• Consider what a target grade is and what it means 

to the teacher
• The philosophy of low target grades
• What to do about a low target grade

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Understanding the requirements of Sociology 
A-level to access the lower end grades
• Considering what makes sociology difficult for 

students on a low target grade
• Using sample materials from exam boards, look at 

the standard for D and E grades

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Engaging those with lower target grades by the use 
of enrichment 
• Making best use of online strategies to aid students 

at the lower end
• Targeting strategies, working in small groups in 

addition to lessons
• Exciting ways to bring Sociology alive

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm In-class strategies for aiding those students with a 
low target grade
• Investigating the philosophy of scaffolding
• Considering the issues of scaffolding in mixed 

ability classes
• Strategies for aiding lower ability students within a 

mixed ability class

4.00pm Course ends 
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A-LEVELTEACHER WORKSHOP RELEVANT FOR ALL

Flipped Learning at A-level
Lesley Clark

Central London: Monday, 19 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 +VAT 
Booking Ref: FL191118 

Delve into the world of Flipped Learning and discover techniques 
to radically improve your teaching life. Register for this one-
day course to explore the opportunities that this cutting-edge 
pedagogy offers all teachers of A-level and join in using the 
methodology during the workshop itself.

• Learn how to develop higher level learning opportunities for your 
classroom

• Discuss practical strategies to improve your students’ 
independence and study skills

• Explore ideas to make assessment a more effective learning tool 
whilst reducing your marking burden

Attend this course and receive a £25 voucher to spend on Hodder 
Education books

9.50am Registration and coffee

10.00am Introduction to the principles of Flipped Learning
• Explore the principles of ‘flipping’ – how can we 

flip what is traditionally seen as ‘classwork’ with 
‘homework’?

• Deal with potential barriers to successful flipping

11.00am Morning coffee

11.15am Strategies for the flipped classroom
• Build a portfolio of ideas for the classroom – how 

best to use this time
• Discuss increasing the exploratory nature of 

learning and raising your 1:1 interactions with 
students

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Strategies to deal with independent learning / 
homework / assessment
• Learn how to use homework to cover basic 

knowledge and understanding
• Explore Schemes of Assessment and discuss where 

best to assess students

2.20pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Creating a Flipped Scheme of Work
• Homework tasks and ideas

3.45pm Q&A

4.00pm Course ends

Feedback from a 2018 Flipped Learning workshop:
“5 out of 5 - very useful! Lesley has clearly tried Flipped Learning 
for a long time and is very knowledgeable about its benefits.”
Elizabeth Aquillna, Physics Teacher, City of London School for Girls

Speaker spotlight:
Laura Pountney

Laura has been teaching and examining A-level Sociology for 
over 15 years. She is a senior examiner and has written numerous 
textbooks for sociology for a range of boards, as well as delivering 
the teacher training for over 10 years.

Laura contributes to Sociology Review and has been involved with 
developing new specifications, as well as quality assurance. Laura 
is also involved in impact research based on the UCL based Why 
We Post (2016) study. Laura lives and teaches in Colchester with 
her husband and many children.

Join Laura on one of these upcoming courses:
• Feedback on the AQA A-level Sociology Exams: How to  

improve student performance
• AQA A-level Sociology: Preparing for the exams
• AQA A-level Sociology: Student Revision Series
• Aiming for the A* in A-level Sociology
• Raising outcomes for A-level Sociology students with low target grades

Discover 
Laura’s 

courses on 
pages  

4, 5 & 10

Laura
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Is there a CPD workshop that you wish to attend but find it a struggle to leave the classroom? 
Or is there a particular area you are looking for support with? Why not ‘host’ an event or a more 
tailored workshop at your school on a day that suits you and your colleagues.

CUSTOMISED CONTENT  PROFESSIONAL GUIDANCE  VALUE FOR MONEY

  Simply tell us what topics you would like covered and we’ll plan a cost-effective, bespoke 
workshop that runs in your centre and targets all of the key areas

  You can invite local schools along to help build new partnerships, swap ideas and share the 
costs with them

Simply enquire today and one of our CPD Support team will discuss your specific requirements 
and provide you with a free, no obligation quote. 

TAKE PART IN OUTSTANDING CPD WITHOUT LEAVING YOUR CENTRE
BESPOKE IN-SCHOOL TRAINING

 hoddereducation.co.uk/inschool   01295 222777 
  events@hoddereducation.co.uk  @HodderSchoolsENQUIRE TODAY

HOW TO BOOK
  www.hoddereducation.co.uk/sociologycpd   01295 222777  Events@hoddereducation.co.uk

BOOKING FORM

Once your booking has been made (subject to availability), you will receive confirmation via email of your place, a full VAT invoice will then be posted to 
you. Final details are emailed approximately 2 weeks before the date of the event. Our full Terms and Conditions are available on our website. 
A cancellation charge of £80 plus VAT will be incurred for any booking cancelled less than 3 weeks before the date of the event. The full fee is payable  
if you cancel within 7 days of the event or do not attend.

Booking reference:

Delegate name(s):

Job title(s):

Email address*:

Establishment name:

Address:

 Postcode: 

Telephone:  Date: 

Purchase order number: 

Please specify any special dietary requirements (e.g. vegetarian, vegan, gluten-free):

*We need your email address in order to send you information about your event. We would like to send you e-updates from  
Hodder Education Group, part of the Hachette UK group of publishing companies. We will not share your details with any other company. 
Please indicate you agree to this by ticking this box  For full details of our Data Protection policy please visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk

Fill in the booking form below and return it via post or fax:
   Hodder Education, Blenheim Court, George Street, Banbury, OX16 5BH  01295 222745


